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Romantic Rendezvous
From the comfort our new lounge to the 

far flung places of the earth

InsTa WORTHy ROManTIC ROUTEs JaUnTy Japan
Romantic Places to 
Visit in the World

RV Adventures in New 
Zealand’s South Island

Cherry Blossoms, Neon 
Lights and Zen Moments
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Pure Fiji
With their wide range of exotic 

tropical products, getting something 
special for that special person in your 
life is made simple by Pure Fiji. Their 
extensive range of lotions and creams 
with tropical scents and oils are just the 
thing to pamper your significant other, 
Pure Fiji can create pure bliss. 

Available on board Fiji Airways and at 
Prouds Stores around Fiji.

SHOP

With a Mission
By Marina Kay

Elizabeth Johnston’s interest in gentle and natural 
products peaked when a friend gifted certified 
organic skin products to her first child. after years 
of testing beauty products—her father was co-
founder of Dermaveen—Elizabeth travelled to the 
South Pacific to better understand the benefits 
of its tropical botanicals. This ultimately led to her 
launching a chemical-free skin- and hair-care range 
based on coconut oil. “i came across many other 
intriguing oils including moringa and tamanu, or dilo 
oil, as it’s known in Fiji,” the entrepreneur says. “Dilo 
oil is impressive historically for its role in sacred 
rituals in the South Pacific islands and as a form of 
skin nourishment, with wound healing properties. 
Used together, all of these oils create gentle, healing 
formulations that are perfect for all skin types.” She 
named the brand Vatea, which means “Father of the 
Gods” in South Pacific mythology. “it is the perfect 
name given the range is formulated with healing 
plant oils and extracts from the tropical region,” 
she says, adding that the name represents purity 

and nature. also included in the Vatea product lineup is a 
certified organic Our Small World baby range. Drawing 
on her own experience, the entrepreneur explains that 
it is incredibly important for a mother to be assured 
she is using 100% pure ingredients on her baby’s skin. 
Furthermore, Elizabeth works with Women in Business 
and Development incorporation (WiBDi) from Western 
Samoa, which aims to increase the standard of living 
and health care for Samoans. “i purchase organic soaps 
from WiBDi to include in my Baby Dream Boxes and am 
constantly looking for other ways to help build awareness 
around their initiatives.” 

For more information on the Vatea range, visit www.
vatea.com.au
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